
Emotion Regulation in
Therapy: An Overview for
Clinicians
While distress tolerance skills have proven beneficial, emotion regulation
skills are pivotal for managing and mitigating depressive symptoms. Emotion
regulation is geared toward assisting clients in minimizing sensitivity to
emotions and susceptibility to stress.
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Key Techniques 

Stress management
Elevating feelings of competency
Augmenting behavioral activation for depressive symptom management
and achieving treatment objectives

These core techniques also play a significant role in addressing safety
concerns and suicidal ideation.

Routine Changes for Effective Self-Care

Sleep hygiene: it’s essential to teach clients the value of proper sleep
routines. Recommendations include turning off electronic devices an hour
before sleeping, and setting a consistent bedtime.

Dietary habits: addressing irregular eating patterns, especially those
triggered by stress or boredom, can mitigate mood swings. Fostering a
healthy approach to nutrition is crucial.
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Adapted exercise: encourage clients to collaborate with their healthcare
providers to identify exercises without strain. Activities such as walking,
stretching, and swimming can bolster physical health and foster a
renewed sense of accomplishment.

The Five C’s and Mastery

Promote the development of the “five C’s” to counter suicidal ideation.

Competency: feeling adept at completing a task, for example, finishing a
challenging puzzle.
Capability: experiencing effectiveness, like successfully learning to use
new software.
Confidence: gaining trust in oneself, such as in public speaking, without
extreme anxiety.
Creativity: expressing oneself through art, perhaps by painting or writing,
which can divert from negative feelings.
Control: achieving a sense of command, as in managing finances
efficiently.

By focusing on the five C’s, clients can engage in tasks such as cooking,
cleaning, or art to feel empowered and counter negative self-assessments.
This approach not only boosts their feeling of responsibility but also aids in
countering feelings of despair or anguish.

BPE and O2E

Building Positive Experiences (BPE): encourage clients to list activities
that generate feelings of joy, serenity, enthusiasm, or even neutrality. Even
small acts, like brewing a flavored coffee, can contribute to breaking the
cycle of depression and promote behavioral activation.

Opposite Action to Emotion (O2E): guide clients to use mindfulness to
recognize judgments contributing to apathy and demotivation. Encourage
behaviors that counter such feelings, fostering a more positive and
proactive approach to daily tasks.
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Building Mastery and Communication

Cultivating mastery is important for developing a sense of capability and
refuting negative self-perceptions. Direct clients to engage in activities that
nurture feelings of empowerment, thus challenging and changing negative
self-judgments.

The O2E skill also enhances interpersonal communication, especially when
clients feel apprehensive about asserting boundaries or building
relationships. This technique can assist in identifying fears, accepting them,
and taking action that exudes confidence and is in alignment with values.

Key Points

Emotion regulation, especially in dialectical behavior therapy, supports
clients to diminish emotional sensitivity and stress vulnerability.

Resilience against stress can be achieved by refining sleep patterns,
partaking in tailored exercises, and maintaining a balanced diet.

Skills like O2E and BPE are handy tools for managing depression and
bolstering interpersonal communication.


